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Perforce: Enablers of Rampant Growth
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Thinking Big

On November 27, 2012 salesforce.com reached 1 BILLION TRANSACTIONS PER DAY

Each day the Salesforce Platform is used to create and deliver innovative apps. Salesforce Users, Admins, and Developers are transforming their businesses with enterprise cloud computing.

Nov 17, 2011 623m
Nov 10, 2010 394m
Sep 28, 2009 193m
Sep 4, 2008 106m
Oct 9, 2007 117m
Sep 28, 2006 54m
The Wonder and the Weight of One Codeline
The World Upon P4’s Shoulders

150 teams

5,000 VMs

500,000 files
Security

Compliance

Audit
Perforce: The Internals & Infrastructure
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Perforce at Salesforce.com today
The architecture
Our primary server

- >1.2TB metadata
- ~5 million transactions/day spiking to 10 million
- ~4K commits/day spiking to 9K
We love to test

- Average >550K tests/hour
- Peaks at 1.9 million
- Trigger enforcement
Even with these numbers, Perforce is boring
Load? What load?
The future
Steady growth means we’ve got work to do
Supporting a global company

- 26 different countries
- Many new acquisitions
- Force multipliers needed
Git Fusion pilot program

• Developers love Git
• Salesforce needs compliance
• Fusion is the bridge we need